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The rise and development of the Indus Civilization in Pakistan between
about 3400 and 2000 B.C. and its disappearance by 1500 B.C.. was nOl an isolated
cultural-hiswrical phenomenon confined to the Greater Indus Valley. The Indus
Valley and the hilly regions on its northern and western borders had remained
closely linked with the neighbouring regions lying to the west and northwest of
Pakistan. Balochislan is an eastern extension of the Iranian plateau where ancient
settlements are clustered in the accessible valleys which also detennined the lines
of communications connecting the Indus plain with Afghanistan, TurkmeniStan
and Iran. Balochistan therefore, was neither a "backwater", "borderland" nor
umarginal n area. Because of its location and distinctive physical environment, this
region was a vital link between the Indus Valley and the Gontemporary centres of
civilization. As a n:sul~ the cultural panerns of Pakistan from the Neolithic to the
=0: E;~:lze Age Indus Civilization ~:7l a: :e.a.:,;:- :-Jie 'ev{".r)jr; ;f) "'I';(:-'-'(i.:
millennium B.C., can be equated and in certain cases, related with the contemporary cultures ofadjoining regions. There is evidence of progressive intensification
of interactions among these regions along with changes in their culrural configurations. The present paper is an anempt to outline the cultural developments in
ancient Pakistan and the neighbouring regions of Iran, southern Afghanistan and

=

Turlanenia.
PakiStan's two distinct physiographic regions namely, the Indus plains
drained mostly by the Indus River system and Balochislan on its wes~ determined
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the location and size of human habitations and greatly influenced the course of
cultural developmenL The western limits of the Indus Valley are shllIJlly defined
by the Sulaiman and Kinhar mountains running from noM to south. Nonh of
Quetta, the lateral valleys of Laralai and Zhob of nonhero Balochistan. provide
direct access to the upper Indus Valley through the Gomal. Tochi, Kurram and
Khyber Passes. In southern Balochistan. the mountain tanges fan out towards west
into several parallel valleys and join those of southern Irnn. These valleys provide
the main communication routes to the lower Indus Valley in Sindh Province. It is
on the valley floors, at the sources of Water and on the main routes that ancient
settlements dating since the Neolithic times are located. The environmental
conditions of Balochistan restricted their growth beyond certain limits.
The vast plain of the Greater Indus Valley consisting of the Indus River
drainage system, the piedmont plains along the Sulaiman and the Kirthar Hills and
the eastern desen which was once drained by the Ghaggar-Hakra River and its
tributaries. offered limitless opportunities as well as challenges to human endeavour for cultural evoluuon. The Potwar Plateau of the upper Indus region for
example. contains the earliest known traces of Man. In the plains of Punjab and
Sindh. the Indus or Harappan Civilization originated, flourished and extended
towards the sea coast The picrure of cultural growth through time that emerges
from the diversity of environmental conditions of Pakistan and in the surrounding
regions, is now possible to reconstt'Jct on the basis of available archaeological
evidence.

THE CULTURAL PATTERNS OF PAKISTAN
The archaeological evidence demonstrating links of the Indus Valley and
Balochistan with neighbouring regions is well documented already (MughaJ 1970,
Chapter 6 with bibliography)' and therefore, is not repeated. However, the
significant information in the context of overall cultural ·developments and
changes through time from the Neolithic to the decline of the Indus Civilization is
pointed out In this paper, the ttaditional periodization based on the typologies of
stone tools and metals is followed even though the distinction is far from
satisfactory in defining the levels of cultural development that will require a new
framework.

THE NEOLITffiC PATIERN
The Neolithic culture of Pakistan was first identified by Fairservis (1956) at
Kile Gul Mohammad in the Quem Valley and received further elaboration at
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Mehrgarh in Kachi plain (Jarrige 1982; Jarrige andLechevallier 1979; and Jarrige
and Meadow 1980) and to some extent, at Sheri Khan Tarakai in the Bannu Basin
(Khan eta1.1989 and 1990). These three sites are interrelated especially during the
sixth and fifth millennia B. C. with which other sites in Balochistan. the Indus
ValJey and southern Afghanistan can be tied, as they suggest certain common
features of development Another group of sites in the Swat and Taxila Valleys of
much later date, is also calJed Neolithic because of the presence of cenain traits
chacterizing the Neolithic way of life.
Kile Gul Mohammad
The Neolithic occupation at the site is represented by five meterthickdeposit
representing a very long period of occupation. Pottery was not found in Kile Gut
Mohammad (hereafter KGM) Period I but structures of mud, wattle and daub.
stone tools consisting ofsickle blades, scrapers, microliths, and ground stone tools,
bone points and spatulas were found. The goats, sheep and cattle were already
domesticated. Crude handmade pottery, often basket marked and occ.asionalJy
painted with black. appeared in KGM IT Period. The beginning of non-pottery
Neolithic is dated to the end of sixth millennium B. C. according to the calibrated

dates.'
Mehrgarb
Mehrgarh has pushed the Neolithic of Pakistan back to seventh millennium
B. C. (Jarrige 1984; Meadow 1984). The earliest .ceramic Period I sub-divided

into three phases. suggests a shift from the hunting and gathering economy to the
domestication of cereal crops namely wheat and barley (Constantini 1984) and
animal husbandry. Tnereis evidence ofboth domesticated and wild barley, wheat.
jujube and dates in Period I along with twelve species of animals which include
nilgai. gazelle, spotted deer, water buffalo, wild sheep, goat, cattle and pig. The
dwelling houses, made of mud bricks. consisted of four to six rooms. while
compartmented storage buildings, indicative of surplus grain or need for storage.
also existed and. persisted in the subsequent Period n. Social stratification is
indicated by different number of funerary items found with the dead buried in the
pits, butin thelaterperiod. occasionally goats up to five in number were buried with
the dead (Samzun and Sallier 1984). Pottery was not found in the Period J, bur
handmade chaff- tempered ponery some treated with plum-red slip was introduced
towards the end of the Neolithic Period n. The stone tools of Period J are mostly
homogeneous, dominated by microliths of various shapes. reflecting various
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functions such as hunting and harvesting. Stone axe-heads were also found in the
graves only.

In Mehrgarh Period II, an increase of more than 65% occurred in cattle over
that of Period!. corresponding with decrease in their size and of goalS and sheep,
showing their full domestication by the end of sixth millennlum B. C. The stone
tools demonstrate a basic homogenity in types like those of the earlier period.
though presence of sickle blades and grinding stones suggest an increased
economic activity. The collective and compartmented granaries continue to be
builL Towards the end of Period II, multiroomed dwelling structures indicate
increasing complexity of social organization, coinciding with emergence of
specialized crafts and local production of bone, steatite and ivory objects and the
use of copper. At the same time, chaff-tempered poTtery with plum red slip and
plain wares, some with painted designs, appear which compare with KGM II. The
Radiocarbon dates from KGM and Mehrgarh I and II and the comparablernaterials
would place the Neolithic occupations at these sites between the seventh and fifth
_millennia.B.C..ChronoJogically• .the Neolithic horizon in Pakistan would be
contemporaneous with early Djeitun at the type-site and Sang-i-Chakhmaaq of
Ir.m.
Sheri Khan Tarnkai
ThesettiementofSheri Khan Tarakai in Bannu Basin, NWFP,coversanarea
of 0.2 sq. kIn and contains more than 2 m thick occupation deposiL It represents
a single cultura1 hori~on which according to the calibrated Radiocarbon dates
appears to have staned sometime in the second half of the fifth millennium and
continued until the end of fourth millennium B. C. It is called Neolithic but the
evidence so far available provides parallels with poTtery of Mehrgarh ill and the
Hakra Wares of Cholistan, cenrral Punjab (Mughal 1982: Pl. 7) and should
therefore be pb.ced essentially in the Chalcalith'ic horiwn. The potte:), is thick.
coarse and handmade. It has a pinkish-buff slip on the inner side, often burnished
and occasionally painted with black, while the exterior has shiny black slip like that
of Perlano A in the Zhob Valley {Mughal 1972: pI. XXXll, 4-8). The painted
pendent triangles and animal designs afford good comparisons with Mehrgartl Ill.
KGM IT and Mundigak I. The truncated cones. fully or partiy pierced, have
parallels with the sites in southern Turkmenia, such as Dashliji Tope and Altyn
Tepe. The vessels of Sheri Khan Tarakai with externally roughened surface and
paintings on the neck are precisely comparable with the Hakra mud applique
poTtery.
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No metal has yet been reponed. The Iithics represent a flake industry of a
flakes and blades, burins,
backed and retouched blades. The other categories consist of ground SlOne tools,
axes, ring and hammer slOnes, quems and deep grinding bowls. A variety of bone
tools were found but the most interesting collection is of terraeotta female figurines
so far unparalleled in Pakistan and elsewhere in their representation. All the
figurines show stylized females with tubular upper body, pinched faces and open
legs or legless bUllOCks. Few are painted. Of considerable interest are the figurines
representing homed deity, a human head with a hooded serpent. and a hermaph·
roditic figure. The only surviving evidence of structures are lines of river pebbles
and burnt pieces of clay. indicating wattle and daub construction.
great variety of tools and includes scrapers. notched

Swat and Taxila Valleys
Another Neolithic assemblage of much later date. demonstrates a different
pattem of distribution and contents. From Ghalagai. early levels of Aligrnma and
LoebanrPeriod ill in Swat (StaculI976; and i 977). came handmade grey and red

pottery which is often bUfrifsh-ea.-aild-shc}\virig basktf annat imoressions on the
base of bowls along with beads of jade, stone mace heads, stone shaft· holed
har~'esters

and c;lit figurines. The materials are apparentiy r::iared to the Yang.;.
shao Neolithic tradition of China and are dated in Swat to the middle of second
millennium B. C. Similar assemblage occurs at Burzahom and Guflaal in Kashmir
belonging to the first hali of third millennium B. C. (Thapar 1985:25- 38). a dale
further confmned by the presence of a characteristic shon necked globular vessel
painted with Kat Dijian horn motif in level IC of Burzahom. At Sarai Khola in
T axila Valley, handmade but ned burnished (instead of grey) and plain pottery was
found associated with a celt and bone points in the levels which pre-daled KOl
Dijian occupation or earlier than 3300.2885/3020-2525 B. C. (Halim 1972:
Mughal 1972). It sums that the Neolithic in northern PakiStan including Kashmir.
remained localized in the 'refuge areas,' bypassing the cultural deveiopments in
the bdus Valley. though occasional contacts are indicated by l~e presence cfthe
Early Harappan, Kot Dijian pottery in Kashmir and the Late Harappan pottery at
Ghalagai.

THE CHALCOLITHIC PAITERN
Sometime between the end of the ftfth and beginning of fourth millennium
B. C.. a new cultwal pattern emerged. called Chalcolithic in Balochistan. repre.
sented in the Quelta Valley by Kiie Gul Mohammad II and at Mehrgarh III in l'le
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Kachi plain. Comparable materials are found in Kalat plateau designated there as
Swab I-n (de Cardi 1965: 111-115) and at Sur Jangal I-n in the LoraIai Valley
(Fairservis 1959) and Perlano A in the Zhob Valley. Some typeS of pottety from
BaJochistan and Hakra Wares sites in OlOlistan. affmd good parallels with Sheri
Khan Tarakai in Bannu Basin, Mundigak I in southern Afghanistan. Namazga
Period IT in southem Turkmenia and even with Hissar I-n in northeastern Iran.
Although it is called Olalcolithic but this period does not mark the first appearance
or use of copper because a copper ring. a bead and sma11 ingot were found in the
late Neolithic Period ITA at Mehrgarh. It is evident that the distinction of
Olalcolithic Period is not based on the presence of copper or metal technology in
Mehrgarh ilL It is a chronological and possibly cultural marker to separate the
Neolithic from the next stage of cultural processes leading to the emergence of
indus Civilization. The Chalcolithic Period at Mehtgarh and elsewhere. is characterized by mass production of ceramics and appearance of new pottery forms and
decorative designs, intensification ofother cr.ift related activities and widening of
contaets with adjoining regions. A significant and basic cultural change had
occurred by thebeginiUrig"oTfOUrlh-tnillCiiniiliri.The IitlUCmoUSftY of Mehrgarh
III shows an absence of microliths which dominated Periods I & If and
appearance of notched and serrated flintlOOls. large triangles and blades. In the
Chalcolithic cemetery. only few funerary items were found and there were no
grave structures. The females were buried "'ith necklaces. bracelets and headbands
made of lapis, turquoise. shell and steatite beads. The presence of these stones is
suggestive of widening of interaction sphere as also indicated by the distribution
of identical pottery fonns and designs over a wide area. The presence of micro
drills of stone and tools from shell engravings. suggest local production of several
items and an emergence of occupationalklass stratification. There is no cultural
continuityfromthe NeolithictotheChalcolithicwithan exception ofcompartmented
The evidence points to an imponant change at the sociC>-Cu1tura1level
and the beginning of the processes of first urbanization in Pakistan. The cultural
:;.-::i::-.l!ations of the ChaJcolithic Period appears to be di=-tJy lmJ<ed v.ith the
succeeding Bronze Age dominated by the Indus Civilization.

=

THE BRONZE AGE PATTERN
Balocbistan
By the middle of fourth millennium B.C.. further changes and elaborations
lOOk place in the material culture. New ceramic styles distinguished by the
bichrome and polychrome painted motifs. the "wet" and grey wares emerged.
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Female figurines as cultic objects became more stylized in their representation,
indicating an increased imponancc and forma!ization of leligion. The houses
continued to be built with mud ormud brickon stone foundations. Bythe beginning
of the third millennium B.C~ thele was an increased Complexity in architeetun:.
and a profusion of pottery is demonstrable in the Kachi plain and Quelta Valley.
Public or monumental archilCCton: in the fonn of platforms appeared at Damb
Sadaat and Mehrgarh. The fonn of "mother goddess" with bejewelled breasts
bccamc standardized. The plesenee of marine shells. lapis lazuli and turquoise
suggest wide ranging contaCts of Baluchistan with other legions. The wide dismbution of identical ceramic fonns and painted motifs over a very large an:a shows
extensive communication network. The Quetta paintea style occurs on the pottery
of Mundigak III in Afghanistan. Shahr-i Sokhta in Seistan and even beyond ax the
Early Bronze Age sites in Turkmenistan or Namazga N. This type and associated
wares also extended southward to Nal in southern Kalax and on the piedmont plain
across the Kirthar mountains onto the lower Indus Valley in Sindh.
One of the culton: an:as in southern Ka1aI is associated with the site of Sohr
"DllInb at N3J which is known by a very distinctive wheel made pottery in fonn and
dccor.nions and a variety of bronze tools in the burials (Hargn:aves 1929).
" "caIliSii:ii; With-mig-baSe and other vessels including cups and bOwls depict a gteat
variety of gcomenic and floral motifs including zoomorphic designs. The Nal
pottery has been reported atShahr-i Sokhtain Seistan and Tepe Yahya in southern
Iran and thus provides a good chronological horizon of about 3300-2500 B.C.
The Loralai-Zhob archaeological sequence is known from Rana Ghandai in
Loralai (Ross 1946). and SurJangal. while the principal site in the ZIlob is Pcriano
Ghundai. The struetun:s of mud brick and mud on stone foundations. flint tools.
leaf shaped arrowheads. copper objects. alabaster vessels and terracotta female
figurines occur with n:d wan:s painted in black in a variety of designs. ContaCts
with the Gomal Valley are altcsted by the presence there of Quelta Wet W
which otherwise are also found in the early levels of the Mohenje-dara ,me even
at Ka1ibangan 1. The northern Baluchistan constituted an integral part of a very
large interaetion sphere as well as a vital link to connect the Greater Indus Valley
with other legions.

=

Indus Valley
Contemporaneous with the developments in Baluchistan hills and beyond.
the populations in the Greater indus Valley, were permanently settled by the end
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of founh millennium B. C. having an apllarent high density of settlements in the
upper Indus Valley. The evidence belonging to an Early Harappan, early urban or
fonnative phase of the Indus Civilization, conies mostlyfrom Kot Diji related sites
in the Punjab, Sindh and NWFP, and to some extent. Sothi and Amrian sites
(MughalI988; and 1990a with bibliography). During the Early Harappan Period.
which now shows an initial beginning around the middle of founh millennium
B.C., the domestication of goal, sheep and cattle, and of wheat and barley had
already taken place aboutlWo millennium earlier. In the marginal areas however,
different micro-environmental conditions induced different responses for subsistence strategies where millets and rice were a..iso cultivated. From the evidence of
pennanem residence. an increased complexity and elaboration in domestic and
public architecture and craft related activities, and access to the sources of various
raw materials. it is evident that economic surplus was available. Th~ fortifications
were built around the Early Harappan towns of Rahman Dheri (Durrani 1988).
Harappa (MughalI970:171; Dales and Kenoyer 1990). KotDiji (Khan 1965) and
Kalibangan (Thapar 1973). Formal or public structures such as platforms emerged
at Kalibangan, Rahman Dheri and Damb Sadaat. There is an increase in the size
and number of settlements with their maximum size reaching upro 21.7 ha.
(Rahman Dheri) and 27.3 ha.(Gamanwala). Some settlements in Cholistan were
internally differentiated for various activities involving manufacture of beads of
semi precious SlOne. copperibronze tools. items of shells and ponery as anested by
the presence of waste materials and kilns. Tne occurrence of lapis lazuli. bronz.el
copper. shells and turquoise, indic::ues contacts with distant regions of the raw
materials. The mass production of ponery, their standardized forms and disnibution over the Indus Valley also demonstrate high level of specialization and
intensive interaction among t!:= p0!Julations. Furthennon:. an almost uniform style
of female figurines and their painted representations, indicate that the cult of
mother goddess and religious beliefs and practices had become wide spread and
formalized. There is also evidence of an emerging system of writing at Rahman
Dheri where signs engraved or incised on ponery appearto represent the beginning
of writing, In brief:
..An overwhelming evidence pertaining to the fourth and early third millennium B.C., leads to the conclusion that a wide-spread culturnl phenomenon
with remarkable uniformity in material culture had set a permanent panern
ofessential elements ofurbanization which were assimilated and further developed during the mature phase of the Indus Civilization. Mohenjodaro
and Harappa in fact. represent a logical culmination ofvarious complex and
inter-related socio-economic, religious and political processes which were
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already underway at least eight hundred years before their climax into full
urbanization about2500 B.C. As aresultofthese processes, adegree ofPanIndus cultural integration was already achieved before the emergence of
large cities by the mid-third millennium B.C. The Indus Civilization in its
mature form, therefore. grew out of the early cultural phenomenon defined
as Early Harappan which constitutedan early formative orearly UIban stage
ofthe Indus Civilization. The genesis of South Asia's first civilization took
place on the Indus soil independent of other civilizations. The process of
cultural development and change was continuous fmm the fourth to the
middle of third millennium B.C. This continuity of culture persisted until
the decline of Gvilization in the Indus Valley during the early second
rrullennium B.C:· (Mughal 1988: 51).
By 2500 B.C.. the cultural processes had climaxed in the form of full
urbanization in the Indus Valley. called the Mature Harappan which lasted until
about 2000 B.C. This period is beSt exemplified by the emergence of major cities
ofHarappa. Mohenjodaro and Ganweriwala. among which Mohenjodaro being the
. la!gestexcavatcds{tC:.-aemcmsttates remarkable town planning with public and
private buildings. It is all indicative of highly Stratified societY and an efficient
adiiiiiiStraiivi: syslemoi- COlllroTwliic1t brought about thecultUiai iiitegJaoOlfof
Pakistan including some neighbouring areas now in India. The cultural pattern
characterizing the Harappan Civilization was already established during the Early
Harappan Period. During the Mature Harappan Period. some traits were further
developed and received emphasis such as the writing system. adoption ofStandardized weights and measures. use of stamp seals with a variety of motifs. and
emergence ofahighly formalized religious an. A Harappan colony was established
near the lapis lazUli source at Badakhshan (Francfort 1989). With the opening of
maritime route. coinciding with the climax of Indus Civilization. fortified seulements were established on the Arabian sea coast in Makran. Kutch and Saurashtra.
There is a clear evidence of four-tiered hierarchy in seulement sm. and the
emergence of one dominant city in each region of concentration (Mughal 1990b
& c). In addition to the habitation sites. settlements containing Cr1Ift related
industrial activities marked by Icilns. continued during the Mature Harappan.
However. exclusive areas earmarked for industrial activities enterged only during
the Mature Harappan Period. There is clear evidence of cultural ties of Pakistan
with adjoining regions including the Gulf and southern Mesopotamia.
Sometime near the end of third milienniumB.C.,the cultural integration of
Pakistan was weakened due to multiple causes. but mainly as a consequence of
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changes in the river courses, forcing the populations to rcadjustto the changed
environment (Mughal 199Od). Three principal areas of concentration emerged in
the upper and lowerIndus Valley and Gujarat, respectively known as the Cemetery
H. Jhukar and Rangpur II B-C assemblages. The Harappan tradition continued for
about 500 years though losing many traits and details progressively, along with the
emergence of new cultural elements as indicatorS of the Harappan decline and
changes in the socio-cullUIal pattern. The number and size ofseulements decreased
but at least one principal city amidst settlements of smaller size recalled the Mature
Harappan settlement pancm. The settlements continued to be multifunctional
marked by industrial activities along with purely habitation sites. However, certain
characteristic features ofthe Mature Harappan such as cubical weights, stamp seals
with script and the fonn of cultin objects were no longer required in the new
regional pattern. At a later stage around the middle of second millennium. further
changes were noticeable by the domination of local elements in which the
Harappan tradition was completely lOSe The decline or the Late Harappan Period
is equally important in delllllttstrating. a widerange_~fcult~contaets. The
southern coastai region of Pakistan was dominated by the Kulh wares, providing
ueswith southern Iran and the Gulf region on the one hand, and with Sindh on the
other. where the Late Haral'pan Jhukar asSemblages are reponerl even in the upper
levels of Mohenjo-<iaro, in the Kachi plain at Nausharo, at South Cemetery
(Mehrgarh) and Sibri. providing links with Bactria and Margiana Oarrige and
Hasan 1989; Santoni 1984). Furrher east and southeast in Gujarat, the Late
Harappan tradition continued to dwindle till the end ofRangpur III and Surkorada
lC. Likewise. the Late Harappan Cemetery H assemblage extenderl eastwards
across the whole of Punjab in the upper Indus Valley, merging at some place with.
and superserled by the Paimed Gro" Wares and contemporary assemblages in the
later half of second millennium B.C:.

CULTURAL PAmRNS OF THE NEIGHBOURING REGIONS
Iran
The Iranian Plateau forms a great Tertiary basin surrounded by chains of
mountains, isolating the Tigris-Euphrates Valley on the west, Central Asia on
north and the Indus River Valley on ease The vast plateau contains several subbasins and dcscns with interior drainage. The Great Salt desert of northern Iran is
separated from the Caspian Sea by the Elburz mountains and to the west, the
Za gros mountains connect the coastai range ofthe Persian Gulfwith the Caucasus.
Dasht~-Lut on the east lies between the central Makran ranges and Koh-l-Baba
mountains of central Afghanistan, ultimately merging with the Hindu Kush
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mountains. The areas most relevant 10 the present context are the nonh-eentral.
nonheastern and southeastern !Jan where development sequences have been
reconstructed on the basis of excavations data of several imponant sites. and are
related 10 the sites in Central Asia. Afghanistan and PakiStan.
The !Janian Plateau. wimessed a long process of cultural development
within their own ecological settings like that of the Greater Indus Valley and
Balochistan. These developments can be reconstructed archaeologically from the
Neolithic to the Bronze Age and later times, dating at least from seventh to fIrst

millennium B.C. and therefore were contemporaneous with the developments in
the Indus Valley and Balochistan. These cultural areas in the northeastern Iranian
Plateau and Afghanistan demonsnate considerable contaCts with one another so as
to constitute a very large sphere of interaction. The sharing of cultural traits was
greatly facilitated by the geographical features and accessibility to the princinaJ

settlements located on the lines of communication.
In north-<:entral Iran, the Qazvin piain and Kashan oasis are most relevant
because of the information avallable at Siallc The site has provided the cultural
sequence starting from the second half of the seventh millennium B.C. and
continuing up to the third millennium. The earliest settlement Sialk I phases 1-2 or
called the Zagheh Period is represented mainly by chaff-tempered decorated and
cruSted wares, developing into fine painted. red ware which is dis.tinctive of
Cheshmah Ali settlement at Sialk in Period II. Full fledged metallurgy involving
smelting of copper and casting of imnlements and gradual elaboration of village
life is evident in the succeerling Period III. phases 1-7 with exuberance of palnted
ponery (Voigt and Dyson, in preSS)'
In the Daroghan Plaln located south of the E1burz mountains in northeastern
Iran. the principal site ofHissar and other sites in Khorassan, provide developmenta! stages from the Neolithic to the Iron Age, comparable to the sites ofTurkrnenistan in south Central Asia. The evidence of Neolithic culture comes from Sang-iChakhmaaq from where chaff-tempered burnished and palnted ponery. microliths,
borers. bone sickle hafts and carved figurines precisely compare with the Djeill1Il
Neolithic horizon in Turkmenistan. Investigations in the Atrek and Darreh Gaz
Valleys that lead to Turkmenistan have demonstrated direct links between the
northeastern Iranian plateau and south Centrai Asia. The Chalcolithic and Bronze
Ages are best represented at Hissar dating between the end of the fifth and second
millennia B.C.• and providing clear evidence of local craft activities including
smelting of copper, lapis lazuli crade and wide ranging contaCts with the Iranian
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plateau, Central Asia and the Indus Valley during the Bronze Age. Likewise, the
cultural development in the Gurgan plain that has been reconstructed by means of
infonnation from the Belt and Hom Caves, Yarim Tepe (aceramic and Neolithic)
and Tureng Tepe (Chalcolithic and Bronze Ages) is related to the sequences of
Iran, Turkmenistan and southern Afghanistan.
The Middle Bronze Age (or Namazga V Period circa 2500-2000 B.C), saw
major developments on the eastern Iranian Plateau and in southern Turlanenia
represented at AItyn-<lepe, in Iranian Seistan at Shahr-i-Sokhta, in southern
Afghanistan at Mundigak and in the Indus Valley at Mohenjodro and Harappa.1t
marks the maximum extension of inter-settlement and interregional contaets as
evident by the comparable artifaCts. ceramic and architecture styles distributed
over a wide area. The sequence at Shar-i-Sokhta, located strategically between
Mundigak, Balochistan, eastern Iran and southern Turkmenia. ties with the early
third millennium B.C. sites of this region and also with the Kirman and Bampur
basins of southern Iran. Contemporaneous with the developments in northeastern
Iran and Turkmenia. the Soghun Valley of southeastern Iran witnessed development from the Neolithic time to the second mil1ennium B.•C., best represented at
TepeYahj'a (1.1mber~,Karlovskyl97Q),a site having close tiesciuring the pn:>,?"
Elamite Period nVC) and Ialer (NB) with Mesopotamia. Khuzistan. the
Gulf region and southern Balochistan. Further eastward. the Bampur hasin
sequence of fourth and third mil1enr.ia. B.C is related to contemporary cultural
developments at Tepe Yahya. Shahr-i-Sokhta in Iranian Seistan. Mundigak in
southern Afghanistan. Balochistan and the Gulf (de Cardi 1970). In Dasht-i-Lut,
the rich cemetery at Shahdad has provided clear evidence of close contaets in
ceramics, compartmented seals ofbronze and Slone miniature columns with a large
number of sites on the Iranian plateau. Soviet Turkmenistan and Balochsitan
(Hakerni 1972).

Afghanistan
Anothercultural area of development lies in southern Afghanistan where the
Argandah River and its tributaries enter the plain. and ultimately join the Helmand
River that runs up to Seistan through the desert. Lacatedin the Kishk-i-Nakhod
Valley, the siteofMundigak demonstrates continuous development from a village
life to full urbanization between the fourth and third millennia B.C and later
occupations as represented by PeriOds I to V (Casal 1961 ). The initial occupations
of Periods I and IT were marked by mud and mud brick houses and the use of both
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handmade and whcelmade plain and painted pottery . Period ill saw an introduction ofnew aIChiteelUIlll styles. exuberance of painted pottery. use of copper and
bronze and appearance of cultic mother goddess figurines. This Period ill at
Mundigak is paralleled with the Early Bronze Age of Namazga IV Period in
Turlanenistan and Darnb Sadaat I and IT in the Quem Valley. The cullUIlll ties
n:mained strong with adjoining regions in the subsequent period of urbanism at
Mundigak when monumental religious and public architeerore like palace. temple
and platform were constructed. Thus. an increase in settlement size. complexity in
architeerore, increasing specialization of artifaclUal and cenmric forms. intersettlement contaets are evident at Mundigak during the Bronze Age in southern

Afghanistan just like the evidence at Shahr-i-Sokhta in Seistan and related sites
demonstrate development towards an urban stage;'
Turkmenistan
TwXmenia in Soviet Central Asia has been an imponant cultural area in
pre:-.tis~

where a continuous developmenta.i sequence is evident to which the
cullUIlll processes in Pakistan. Afghanistan and Iranian Plateau can be related. This
cultural region lies in western Turkest3n. the physical and ecOiogical·environment
or which is well defined. Several mountain ridgesci>llectivdy called KODet Dagh
run from weSt to east while its nonhero slopes constituting the piecimontmostly fall
in southern Turbnenia Two principal rivers. Amu Darya and Syr Darya \Vith their
.tributaries from Iranian Khorassan to the Hindu Kush drain the western Turi<estan region. AInu Darya or ancient OXU5 River is the longest stream carrying rich
alluvium load before branching off to several channeis and forming an inner delta
like the Helmand River of Seistan. Two smaller riv=. the Tedjen and Murghab.
'ogether drain a large lowland plain which has been very important throughout
mstory since the Aeneolithic times. The whole region is mari<ed by hydrological
instability as revealed by the changing river course due to earthquakes. Just like the
Ghaggar-Hakra River of the indus Valley. The rainfall is variable berween 24 and
563 rom in southern Turkn1eni~ but ground water from Koper Dagh is a reliable
source of Water for cuitivation ill the present times.
-.
Very intensive archaeological investigations have been carried Qutin southern Turicmenia by a large team of the Soviet archaeologists. The excavation of a
large number of sites has enabled the scholars to reconstruct the cullUIlll sequences
of southern Turkmenia from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age and later periods
(Xohl 1984). It is broadly grouped under
Neolithic Period. 3uodiviried into
Early. Middle and Utei:JjeilUD. ;irca6200-5000 B.:. '1I1th a rrallSltionai Dhase of

,a,
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AnauI; (b) the Early, Middle and Late Aeneolithic Periodonespectively Namazga

L II and ill, circa 4800-3000 B.C.; and (c) Early, Middle and Late Bronzc Age or
respectively Namazga N, V and VI, circa 3000-1500 B.c.

Tlm:e phases of Neolithic culture from the type-site of Djeiwn on the
piedmont of Kopet Dagh show continuity in ceramics and architecture. The crude
handmade vessels of Early Djeitun increased with an increase in bone and stone
tools by the late Djeitun Period. The houses were built of oval bricks and storage
areas or granaries were also used indicating a food producing settlemenL The
presence of copper is attested and a lump of copper ore would suggest local
manufacture of copper implements.
The succeeding cultural phase of the Aeneolithic Period overlaps with the
Late Djeitung as at Anan IA with sand-tempered pottery, associated with houses
of round bricks, 40 x 20, 10 cm size, having a ratio ofl :2:4,justlike the bumt bricks
size used during the third millennium B.C. in the Indus Valley. The Aeneolithic
sequence is best known from Narnazga-Depe at the Kopet Dagh piedmont and
therefore, commonly known after the name of that site. Namazga I and II culrural
horizons are mostly concentrated on the piedmonLand.the Geoksyur oasis.. The
structures demonsrrate complexity in having several rooms and large buildings of
"shrines" and the fortification walls also appeared. Terracotta female figurines
with bent legs and imponed carnelian and I" pis lazuli are presenL A degree of technological knowledge is suggested by the water reservoirs found in the Geoksyur
oasis. During Namazga Period ill or between 3500 and 3000 B.C.• large irrigation
canals have been identified running parallel toeat:h other. Shrines in multi-roomed
living complexes indicated by circular altars with central holes were builL The
settlement size increased to over 25 ha. such as at Altyn-depe. Pottery was manufactured locally and fired in partitioned kilns instead of open firing. Although the
ceramics of earlier period continued but there was marked regionalization. The
western zone near the Gurgan plain and northern Iran was dominated by the grey
·~ares and the central piedmont was =ked ~J' I:t:onochrome wares with zoomorpic motifs. The eastern pan of the Geoksyur oasis was represented mostly by the
polychrome pottery having a variety of geometric designs which in tum compare
well with those of Afghanistan, Seistan and Balochistan.
The Early Bronze Age or NamugaN matks an early urban or development
stage of the "urban revolution" in Turk:tnenia comparable with the Early Harappan
Period of the Indus Valley because most criteria of urbanization such as monumental architecture. differentiation and complexity of domestic structures. craft
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specialization and mass production are found to be already emerging at that time.
Pottery was produced on fast wheel and fIred in tw<>-tiered kilns, fumaces for
smelting of copper and evidence of alloying and stone working are indicative of
specialiud cnUts which had already emerged. A degree of regionalism is evident
from the grey ware ofthe western areas and concenaation ofpainted and plain buff
wares on the east. Altyn-depe which has been most extensively excavated provides
excellent data on urban organization in Turkmenia (Masson 1988).
The Middle Bronze Age ofNamazga V marks the urban phase in Turkmenia
when large cities appeared with their complex organization contemporaneous with
the urban centres of Mohenj<>-daro and Harappa in the Indus Valley. Although
Namazga V levels have been most extensively excavated at Altyn-depe, the urban
phase encompassed a very large area. In the central pan of the Kopet Dagh
piedmont. the principal type-site, Namazga-depe increased to 50 ha. in size during
the Middle Bronze Age. The contemporary village sites demonstrate local
production of ceramics and metallurgy. The domestic Sll1lCtures became complex. Southeastern Turkmenia is another area of great irnponance where Altyndepe, investigated on a large scale, has revealed monumental buildings, social
differentiation in the residential areas, craft specialization and contacts with outside regions.The urban phase extended to the Bactrian plain or northwestern
Afghanistan and shows close ties with cultural sequences south of the Hindu
Kush, for example, with Mundigak and the Indus Valley. A Harappan site,
Shortugai is located further eastward in northeastern Afghanistan. The Bactrian
Bronze Age or Namazga V had strong ties with the Indus Civilization.
The Late Bronze Age or Namazga VI Period commenced around the end of
third millennium B.C. and was contemporary with the Late Harappan Period ofthe
Greater Indus Valley as known at Cemetery H and Jhukar. In Turkmenia. the Late

Bronze Age is marked by large scale abandonment of the piedmont strip of Koper
Dagh aJld shdIply restricted occupation. The shift in settlement Ivcaticr.. .s
attributed to the hydrological changes in the rivers like that in CholistaR and east
Punjab in the Indus Valley. The Margianaregion, where extensive archaeological
work has been done, illusaates the change rather than decline of the Bronze Age
urban pattern. Most ofthe settlements belonging to Namazga VI Period were small
in size with single or two occupations as distinct from mttlti-period sites of Al~
depe and Namazga. The settlements were well planned and elaborate fortifIcations
were also built. The ceramics and metallurgy show local production. To this
period. belonged an irrigation canal more than 20 meters wide. New eiements in
stamp seal, pottery vessel forms and bronze obje=ts. mark :he cultural change
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during the Late Bronze Age. It lingered on well until the middle of second
millennium B.C. as represented by the sites concentrated in the southernmost oasis
of Margiana where the succeeding Iron Age overlaps with the terminal Bronze
Age.
CONCLUSION
Our review of the evidence from the vast geographical area on the northern
and western borders of Pakistan. marked by diverse environments and culwral
manifestations, has demonstrated an independent and parallel growth of cities in
each region, but sharing many common features and maintaining mutual contacts,
which can be documented archaeologically.It is significant that Pakistan remained
an imponant and integral pan of a very large cultural interaetion sphere consisting
of eastern Iran, southern Afghanistan and Soviet CentIal Asia ~ince at least the
Chalcolithic times or end of fl!ih millennium B.C. The beginning of the Bronze
Age in the middle offourth millennium brought the entire region of Indian Punjab
.and Haryana, northern Rajasthan and Gujarat, within the orbit of the Indus Civilization which dominated Pakistan and adjacent areas of the Greater Indus Valley
for lWocenturies, and further extended its reach across Afghanistan to Turl::menia
by me la.~d route, a.~d to me Gulf. Oman and southern Mesopotamia lhrough sea.
It is evident that the Chalcolithic Period was the starting point for the origin of the
Indus Civilization to which the Bronze Age is intimately related. The adjoining
territories wimessed the rise and fall ofcontemporary civilizations during the same
time bracket of the fourth and third millennia.

The Neolithic Penod in Pakistan. marking the beginning ofsedentaty iife as
a consequence of domestication of plants and animals. as in Turkmenia and east~

central Iran, stretched over almost three millennia. The emergence ofoccupational
and social stratification, craft specialization and exchange system, as implied by
the available evidences provides a b.ack;:'QuncL if not the basis of Ul"b!!!!i.zation. In
Pakistan at least, the evidence does not eStablish a direct link of the Neolithic
cultural materials with the Chalcolithic. There is also no evidence of contacts
among the Neolithic sites ofthe different regions. This is in contrast to the mutual
inter-relationships maintainedarnong the Chalcolithic and especially, Bronze Age
Civilizations of Pakistan and its neighbouring countries.
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Noles
1.

This paper is a revised and enlarged version ofa part ofresearch work undertaken originall y
at the University of PennsyJvania during 1988-89.

2.

References once given are not necessarily repealed.

3.

The calibrated Radiocarbon dates given here
from Gregory L. Possehl (ed.) RadioCarbon Dal~S for South Asian Archaeology. Philadelphia: The UniversIty Musewn.1989
except the new date of Sheri Khan Tarakai.

4.

The data on the Iranian sites is derived from this unpublished docwnenl with courtesy of
the authors.

5.

The Neolilhic sHes in southern Afghamstan are DOl yet known and me evidence of threesites

are

3D

!.he nonhero region IS not found relevant to the present CODtexL Jim G. Shafier' s excellent

review of the protohiSlOnc data is in F. R. AIlchinandN. Hammond (eds.), T~ Arciuu%gy
oj Afghanistan: jrom Earl~sf timt:s 10 the TitruuUi Pen'ad. London Academic Press.
1978:71-186_
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